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Handa’s Surprise 

The Story 

Handa’s Surprise, the much loved children’s book by Eileen Browne, is 

brought to life through puppetry, music and dance by the Little Angel 

Theatre. This beautiful production, set in the warmth and colour of a 

Kenyan village, recounts the gentle story of a young girl, Handa, taking 

fruits in a basket to her friend Akeyo. The show, directed by Marleen 

Vermuelen of Tam Tam Theatre, is designed for children from the ages 

2-5 years. 

Handa sets out on her colourful journey with seven different fruits in a 

basket on her head, but along the way the fruits are stolen by various 

mischievous animals – a monkey, an ostrich, zebra, giraffe, elephant, 

antelope and a parrot. Handa continues on, unaware the basket is now 

empty, until a goat charges into a tangerine tree and fills her basket 

with a bunch of juicy tangerines. When she meets Akeyo she is more 

surprised to find her basket is full of tangerines, not the other fruits she 

brought along, but Akeyo is delighted because tangerines are her 

favourite fruit. 

Handa’s surprise is a charming and funny show full of songs, sounds, 

dance and rhythm, featuring beautifully carved rod and hand puppets 

and songs sung in Swahili. The warm coloured African setting, music 

and characters provide an enchanting introduction to African culture. 

Like the book the show is wonderfully positive and educational, 

teaching children things like counting, names of fruits and animals, and 

the importance of friendship. 
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Story Sequence 
Handa puts seven delicious fruits in her basket for her friend Akeyo. 

A banana, a guava, an orange, a mango, a pineapple, an avocado and a passion fruit. 

She will be surprised, thought Handa, as she set off for Akeyo’s village. 

I wonder which fruit she’ll like the best? 

Will she like the soft yellow banana… 

A monkey swoops down and takes the banana. 

Or the sweet smelling guava… 

An ostrich creeps through the long grass and takes the guava. 

Will she like the round juicy orange… 

A zebra creeps through the long grass and takes the orange. 

Or the ripe red mango… 

An elephant creeps through the longs grass and takes the mango. 

Will she like the spikey leafed pineapple… 

A giraffe creeps through the longs grass and takes the pineapple. 

The creamy green avocado… 

An antelope creeps through the longs grass and takes the avocado. 

Or the tangy purple passion fruit… 

A parrot creeps through the longs grass and takes the passion fruit. 

Which fruit will Akeyo like the best? 

A goat breaks free from a nearby post and rams into the trunk of a tangerine tree. The 

tangerines tumble from the tree and fill up[ Handa’s empty basket. 

“Hello Akeyo” said Handa. “I’ve brought you a surprise.” 

Handa waves to her friend Akeyo in the village. 

“Tangerines” said Akeyo. “My favourite fruit.” 

Handa passes the basket to Akeyo. 

“Tangerines?” said Handa. “That is a surprise!”   
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Animal Finger Puppets 
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Animal Finger Puppets 
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Animal Finger Puppets  
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Animal Finger Puppets  
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Make an African Mask  
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Masquerade Parade 
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Paper Plate Masks 
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